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cleared the first difficulty and now i'm farted. Really like the game and story so far. The art style is nice too and for me is
reminiscent of the art style of comic books, and the soundtrack is also good and adds to the atmosphere. The main character and
his family are believable and likeable characters, realistically flawed and fighting their own demons, which only adds to the
overall impact of the story.

There are choices in this game that have some impact of the type of person Jack is, and more minor details of the story but don't
affect the overall outcome, and with certain choices Jack will end up doing the other choice anyway.

Still, overall this is a good visual novel, with an engaging story and (especially with part 1 ending on a cliffhanger) I'm looking
forward to part 2.. This may not be a direct sequel to the first game but it still holds up the name and feels just like a Quake
game should.

Although it doesn't come with the soundtrack you can always listen to it on YouTube while pumping the Strogg full of lead. I
will never forget the track Descent Into Cybertron, it's now one of my favourite video game music pieces of all time.

I think it's safe to say that Quake 2 is now one of my list of favourite FPS games.. A game truly ahead of its time, Mystery of
the Druids will keep you wondering on the mystery of a lost civilization. Suspenseful, dramatic, and full of symbolism, this is a
game that will make you think about the real world when you're done, and how to better mankind as a whole. This game
changed my life, and I recommend it to anyone who needs a great experience in a video game!. If you like to be a fat ugly
slug..... cool, buy this. If not...... buy this.. A very beautiful soundtrack !
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I got this on sale for $5, and after playing it for over a dozen hours, I'm already thinking it's one of the best "indie" computer
RPG's. It's like the older Elder Scrolls games, but with Ultima-style graphics and interface. It has a freely explorable world that
is viewed in a 3rd person, top-down perspective. Resolution is limited to 1024x768. But I actually dig the graphics and interface.
What I dig even more is how *challenging* this RPG is, and how you can build and play your character in very different ways to
deal with those challenges. It's not an action RPG, like Diablo; it's more of a thinking man's RPG, like Elder Scrolls.
(Eventhough a big part of that challenge can be a pain, dealing with darkness and thirst\/hunger and equipment wear\/breakage.)
Combat is a tactical blend of turn-based and real-time. Keeping your character alive can be hard, especially if you're not paying
attention and if you're not putting enough thought into how you build and play your character.. The game is pretty well made,
apart from some weird uses of the english language, and would be pretty good... if it didn't end very abruptly with a cliffhanger..
2nd indonesian game title that I've encounter after Dreadout.
Honestly this game needs to be playable , not some kind of children comic book

I think it would be better if the game was made more like a VN with choices and such
also add more in depth story , so it can be more entertaining and not boring

Overall, great game and keep up the good work!. I enjoy tower defense but this is not worth it even at a bargain price.
The cursur movement slows down when in the game screen to a point that I found this unplayable.
Movement control of the characters is cumbersome and tedious.
. This is not a game - more like watching a VR balet on stage. Very nice experience that is too short. Better experience by
"dance" (for me it's fooling around - I can't dance) rather than get the objective and move to the next scene.. The fortress is
marginably better than the guard tower, but is still easily torn apart by enemy armies unless spammed by the dozen. The mission
it adds is lazily constructed and a poor excuse to have yet another mission in which you're constantly invaded by huge armies.
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